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O V E R V I E W
This proposal outlines a simple, safe and
effective at home training program that supports
employee mental & physical health and
wellbeing. With just the use of everyday items,
we can provide a convenient health and
wellbeing solution that will boost employee
connection, focus and engagement. 
 
While there are many online training options on
the market, our personalised, interactive and fun
approach is what sets us apart. 

O U R  G O A L
To provide a no-fuss, all inclusive, encouraging,
safe and effective employee wellbeing solution
that helps employees feel connected and
supported. 
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T H E  P R O B L E M
The workforce is undoubtedly being pushed into a completely new paradigm
of operating. For many this has created great opportunities, for others it has
amplified many pre-exisiting challenges or created new ones. 
 
Working from home has it's benefits; no travel, no traffic, often flexible
working hours and conditions. 
 
However, it can also create or amplify many personal challenges for
employees. 
 
Being completely isolated from a work environment and other colleagues
can create a sense of loneliness, disconnection and can cause employees to
struggle with detachment from work. 
 
Often in a working from home environment, employees can struggle to
create boundaries, routines and structure for their day. This can make it
difficult to 'switch off' when it's knock off time. 
A lack of detachment from work makes it hard for employees to recharge
when they're meant to, increasing the chance of burn out, sick days and
mental health challenges. 
 
Routine and structure can really help your team thrive and perform at their
best. A regular exercise routine and a sense of support from a like-minded
community can help create a sense of purpose and drive for an individual. 
 
Almost all mental health initiatives, support forums and charities list
healthy exercise and nutrition habits as part of a mental health care plan. 
 
Unfortunately this sudden change in work environment, learning new
systems and keeping up with the new demands of working from home has
caused a large proportion of the workforce to move less, eat more (out of
convenience) and fall out of routine with their exercise. 
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A regular live 'at home' exercise solution that is inclusive and encouraging to
employees of all fitness levels and backgrounds
A 30-45 minute 2 or 3 day per week workout program that employees can attend
at their own choice. 
The ability for employees to watch a recording if they miss a workout
The option to offer a corporate challenge to boost team morale, connection and
health. 
Weekly nutrition, training and lifestyle tips.

Your team need something that is fun, simple to set up and particpate in and that
boosts their energy, focus and overall performance. 
 
You need something that doesn't require any work or management from you week to
week, something that is easy to implement and that provides the outcome you want;
A happy, healthy & productive workforce. 
 
The Fit Shop recommend the following: 

T H E  S O L U T I O N
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Our at home wellbeing solution is provided via Zoom. This allows us to provide a
personalised service as we can see participants and correct, encourage and support
them. 
 
Employees need no more than a phone, tablet or computer to join in. 
 
Live training times can be flexible based on business needs. But we have found before
work or lunchtime works best. 
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Registered Exercise Professional - Level 3
Qualified Neuro-Linguistic programming coach (NLP), 
Rehab Trainer ®
Kinetic Link Training ®
Power Lifting level 2. 
Brad was named in the Fitness Australia 'Top Five Personal Trainer's of the year for
2019.
He has also contributed to fitness magazines such as Oxygen and Men's Muscle and
Health. 

Author and owner of The Fit Shop Brad Cunningham has been working with people for
over a decade helping them transform their body and lives. 
Turning his passion for helping others achieve into a thriving community and brand. 
 
Brad believes the progress you make toward your health and fitness can be the vehicle
for success in all areas of life and enjoys seeing the positive ripple effect of one
personal transformation to their work and family.
 
Brad brings a decade of experience in the health and fitness industry, specialising in
fat loss. 

 
 
The Fit Shop believe in transforming more than bodies, we believe that investing in
your health and wellbeing is life changing. We have trained thousands of men and
women who have achieved amazing results over the years. 
 
By applying positive lifestyle changes, we have transformed bodies of all shapes, sizes
and abilities. We know how to transform bodies to look and feel amazing from the
inside out. Although the physical is important to many people and is a great motivator,
we also know that sustainability is important to maintain these results, so we need to
manage the bigger picture.  
Our aim is always to provide our community with the knowledge and confidence they
need to live a healthy life everyday so they can maintain the quality of life they desire.
 

Y O U R  O N L I N E  C O A C H
Brad Cunningham 
Director of The Fit Shop | Author | Writer | Speaker | Health Coach
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M Y Z O N E

&  M Z - R E M O T E
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The Fit Shop utlises a live heart rate tracking system to revolutionise our
workouts. 
 
Myzone is a wearable heart rate tracking device that allows participants to
see their workout effort in real time. 
 
Being able to see your heart rate tile while you train is not only motivating
but helpful t ensure you're working at the right intensity for your goal. 
This then also allows instructors to cater any session to an individual. 
 
Myzone 'gamifies' health by providing awards for milestones and
consistent effort. 'MEPS' or Movement effort points are earned for each
minute you are working in a particular zone. MEPS will soon become the
core of lunchtime banter as your employees work within their individual
effort zones to earn MEPS and compete agaisnt their colleagues. 
 
A Myzone band would be the ultimate health and wellness gift for any
workforce. 
Combine this with live workouts and nutrition support and the health,
camaraderie and productivity of your team will be the talk of the industry. 



Mz-Remote is a live stream heart rate tracking systrem. So employees can be
anywhere in the world for their workout and the instructor can see their effort
live. They can also choose to see other colleagues workout tiles for motivation
and some healthy competition. 
 
With Mz-Remote the instructor can now see, cater and personalise any workout
based on live biometric data.

M Y Z O N E

&  M Z - R E M O T E
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P A C K A G E S

3 Days Per Week Live Training Via Zoom
30 or 45min training sessions
Employee access to daily workout recording
Series of nutrition, lifestyle, stress management and
exercise tips provided to your team to help them create
healthy habits

Optional Extra: Myzone Band $139 (RRP $199) per team
member (Neg. over 100 team members)

3 MONTH WELLNESS PROGRAM - GOLD

 
Contact info@thefitshop.com.au for pricing
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2 Days Per Week Live Training Via Zoom
30 or 45min training sessions
Employee access to daily workout recording
Series of nutrition, lifestyle, stress management and
exercise tips provided to your team to help them create
healthy habits

Optional Extra: Myzone Band $139 (RRP $199) per team
member (Neg. over 100 team members)

3 MONTH WELLNESS PROGRAM - SILVER

 
Contact info@thefitshop.com.au for pricing
 

 



P A C K A G E S

3 Days Per Week Live Training Via Zoom
30 or 45min training sessions
Employee access to daily workout recording
Series of nutrition, lifestyle, stress management and exercise
tips provided to your team to help them create healthy habits
Myzone band
Access to nutrition coaching app with customised nutrition,
meal plans and bonus at home strength workouts
Prize for top 3 MEP winners
Weekly competition updates and random prizes and challenges
Virtual Team Trivia night
Marketing material provided

8 Week Corporate Challenge

 
Contact info@thefitshop.com.au for pricing
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